Explain the impact COVID19 has had on your personal sport
activities.

If all restrictions were lifted today, what will it take for you to
return to pre-COVID19 sport activities?

I can’t play any badminton since it’s an indoor sport. But I can still go running.

A save environment

If all restrictions were lifted today, would you be ready to return as Sport
a full participant in immediate training/practice sessions? Local
competition? Travel to regional or national competition?
No. I would have to practice and return to my original status
Badminten

Canceled my high school season just when we were getting going
I can’t play badminton too much. Because of court problems. I can’t go too
much far. I play tennis twice a week. I have tennis court in my neighborhood.

I’d be first one there
1 day

Local
I would be ready.

Badminton
Badminton

No, because I’m still a beginner.

Badminton

Yes
Absolutely.

Base ball
Baseball

May be local competition only.
Yes
Not until a vaccine is developed.

Baseball
Baseball
Baseball

Yes
proably take a little time to come up to speed.

Baseball
baseball

Yes!! Absolutely will be involved and enjoying the games.

Baseball

Yes
No
Yes if schools opened allowing thre use if the fields.
I'd be ready to train, practice, and play locally, perhaps play regionally, but
probably not nationally just yet.
Of course I’m really ready.
Don’t know
Why not
Yes
Yes
Yes I would be there
yes
Yes
Absolutely!!! I've been lucky enough to have my pitching coach working with
me through all this. I would do anything to get back on the mound and see
some real hitters.
Yes to all three questions
Yes
Yes
Most likely
Yes on all!

Baseball
Baseball
Baseball
Baseball

Yes- W/out a doubt. Families are ready top return

Baseball

Yes

Baseball

yes
Yes I just need new cleats

baseball
Baseball

I never had a chance to play in a real game.

Nothing, I would start playing again if the restrictions were removed. But I
want to wait until it is 100% sure that it is safe for me to play.
Too late
Unfortunately my freshman year of baseball was cut short with no restart date I wouldn’t hesitate. I would jump right in with full dedication.
in the near future. I was so excited to start playing high school ball and then
covid19 hit.
All sport activities terminated. No high school baseball.
Availabilities of vaccine and/or treatment medication.
Cancelled my baseball season
Give me my junior season back
Have had no physical contact with any of our players. Talked with some on
A treatment and vaccine. Otherwise it is not comfortable being exposed.
FaceTime and Instagram . Just started playing golf on Monday of this week.
Played Monday and Thursday.
Sports have been cancelled. There is currently no date to begin again.
Nothing. I’d start again immediately if heath officials deemed it safe.
We had to close down baseball program and the kids were not able to
proably masks and ok from school west hills in santee.
participate. also the coaching changed and new coach brought in all of his
own coaches
We need outdoor physical activity and sunshine. We feel lethargic and tend to Immediately be involved with outdoor activities.
eat more when indoors.
100% . Besides home activities everything has stopped
1 month full practice
Live pitching and Ab's
1 month
Stopped it 100% Hate it.
1 week for my travel team.
It ended my freshman year of high school baseball.
I worked out, practiced with my brother and Dad, so I'm ready to play, just say
when.
No baseball Season in High school. i still Train at Home Bit is Not the Same.
Summer Travel Ball. Show Camp in differenza University
Cancelled HS season
2-3 weeks
Non existent
2 months
We stopped playing High School baseball. I don't get to play with my friends
Nothing. I can't wait to just play baseball
It stopped my baseball season
Nothing. I’ve been training and am ready to go.
No sports Sucks
I’d be out there
resort to home work outs and practice
nothing, we'd be back
Set us back on training
CDC guidelines
My sophomore JV year was taken from me and my teammates.
I'd be out on the mound before you could blink an eye.

It prematurely ended my High school’s spring baseball season
Only training 1x/wk
Stopped the competition part but not the work for the games
Halted all sports activities
My son played for his high school and little league. So when all sports stopped,
my son had/has alot of free time on his hands. It's hard to keep him motivated
to practice, since there is no end in sight
Change of life as a coach & dad. Had no choice but to transition to family
events around home to keep moving.
I have not been able to train and play high school baseball.
COVID19 robbed me of my senior year of baseball
All high school sports stopped. My parents have spent so money on
equipment, uniforms, etc. and it’s all shut down. I had worked my way into a
starting position and it was all taken away!

I’d appreciate 2 weeks of pre season practices
Ready and excited to start
Let me play with my team
Do over for baseball season
Nothing! Once we get the green light, we are ready!

More active involvement between coaches, players and other teams. Ensure
no sharing of drinks such as "air drinking"
Extra precautions with sanitizing shared equipment. Temp checks for players
and coaches.
Nothing except the school year and baseball season are over
Conditioning

Baseball
Baseball
Baseball
Baseball
Baseball
Baseball
Baseball
baseball
Baseball

Baseball
Baseball
Baseball
Baseball
Baseball

Explain the impact COVID19 has had on your personal sport
activities.

If all restrictions were lifted today, what will it take for you to
return to pre-COVID19 sport activities?

If all restrictions were lifted today, would you be ready to return as
a full participant in immediate training/practice sessions? Local
competition? Travel to regional or national competition?
Yes
I’ll say I would need time to train first and be prepared before I can get into
games and practice overall.
Yes
Yes, I have been working out doing running, hitting and cardio exercises. I am
ready to hit the field for practice followed by competitive baseball

Sport

I haven't been able to play, stay in shape and practice. It's been really hard.
The impact it has had on me is it has limited my time training and practicing.

A lot of practice, strength training and playing with my team.
There would need to be low cases or none in general.

We would be on the field today if that were the case .
a phone call or email.
I will participate when restrictions are lifter.
Yes
I would return without question

Return to games and practices.
yes to all
Yes, to all above.
Yes
I would return to everything

Baseball
Baseball
Baseball
Baseball
Baseball

I already run and go to the beach. This whole COVID19 thing is blown way out
of proportion. I don’t know a single person who has been affected.
Contacting team members, reserving facilities, assuring athlete preparedness

100% ready!!!

Baseball

yes, yes, not sure about travel.

Baseball

All activity canceleld
Yes
I am currently a sophomore in high school and COVID19 scrapped our season. Some type of communication from experts and scientists that it is safe for
I should now be attending college showcases and playing tournaments but
baseball to resume. I can't rely on our President to be truthful.
with social distancing my Junior summer is trashed. This only leaves me with
2021 to catch on with a college.
Baseball no training , no contact - it’s brutal .
cancelled varsity baseball season after 5 games
I have not been able to take part in sport activities.
Huge outside of practicing with his brothers each day.
The impact has been large for me. Sports and especially baseball allows me to
get a lot of energy out. It’s greatly affected me
All the parks are closed which is a bummer. I’ve only been able to workout in
my backyard or run outside.
HS Baseball canceled after 4 games. Highly anticipating AAU summer ball
starting up.
Team activities shut down
Less team practice
Sports has shut down. Only activity is personal / solo workouts

Baseball
Baseball

Yes
Yes for practice Yes local Yes regional
Yes on full training and yes on travel and competition within a month
Yes
Nothing, I would be there
Yes to all
I am ready to start back up immediately
Yes to training and practice and yes to local competition. Not sure about
regional or national competition.
Insuring me and the people around me dont have covid symptoms and testing No
for covid needs to be alot more accessible!!!
If all restrictions were to lifted it would be advantageous for everybody. I feel We would be able to start participating in practice sessions- I personally don’t
everybody would follow the Pre-COVID19 protocol. We all need to get busy
feel anybody will be in a situation to be as competitive as they would like
again!
I hope that covid 19 safety measures will be in place for the protection of my I will be ready, and we'll have to trust in God that he keeps us safe.
teammates and my self
Nothing
Yes
two weeks of practice
Yes
Time, have to get back into game ready form, stretch out the muscles to
Probably not this instant. Have to work to get in game shape
prevent injuries
I'd be fine playing again, and would wear a mask, with everyone else.
I would be ready to practice with my team. Maybe some local competition if
the numbers went down in our area. Regional or national, no.
Fields!! As of right now, no fields are available to play. And will the team be
Yes
covered if a player contracts COVID19
NO SPITTING ON THE FILED OR IN DUG OUT-NO SEEDS- NO CHEW- NO SPITTINGyou need to set aside practice and throwing programs to prevent injuries, then
ON GLOVES AND NO SPITTING AND THROWING BALLS -NO SPITTING -find a waycompete -call in the PT and have them work with the players to build up-too
to wipe down the baseballs during each inning
much time off
I would return immediately without restrictions being lifted
Within a week
We’re ready to fully return
Practice sessions and local competition we’re ready for right away. Regional
and national tournaments will take at least 4-6 weeks to be comfortable with.

Baseball
Baseball
Baseball
Baseball
BASEBALL
Baseball

Spring high school season cancelled, NCAA "dead period" extensions have
cancelled or pushed out recruiting camps, travel baseball tournaments
cancelled, in-person training cancelled or moved to "virtual", which is not the
same.

Safe distancing at most times and assurance that others are continuing to take Yes, but still continue to take precautions (wash hands, etc.).
precautions (wash hands, etc.).

Baseball

No activity at all. I live in a condo, so I have not even been able to play in a
yard, since parks were closed and my friends were quarantined too.
As a High School/American Legion baseball coach it has halted all activities on
field.

Ensuring everything’s clean and players can’t play being sick.

Yes

Baseball

Insurance and liability forms turned in to administration to be approved to
allow the use of facilities.

Yes for training/practice. No to playing local competitions for at least 30 days.
No to travel for the remainder of 2020

Baseball

Cancelled my senior season of baseball
It cancelled my High School Baseball Season and not sure what is going on
with Club Baseball in the offseason.
Both my sons were on there Seniors in high school and they have missed
almost the entirety of their senior year!!!
This hasn’t been good. Mostly the kids are being set back on their progress.
The kids need the activity to progress and mostly to just stay active
I can't play but it hasn't stopped me from training and practicing
Unable to play baseball
Due to Covid19 Restrictions, I have not been able to play baseball
It cancelled our season, and limited any type of activities we could do to try
and stay in game ready form i.e. catch, hit, field.
Unfortunately we are not able to use any athletic fields, so I have just been
playing catch and hitting off of a tee.
All activities have been cancelled until further notice.
devastating-my son is a 2021 graduate and no baseball season. No college
recruiting
They have stopped
No baseball practices, just lifting, long toss, pitching and hitting off tee

I’m ready
Yes, if there is a plan
We're ready to go

Baseball
Baseball

Baseball
Baseball

Baseball
Baseball
Baseball
Baseball
Baseball
Baseball
baseball

Baseball
Baseball

Explain the impact COVID19 has had on your personal sport
activities.

If all restrictions were lifted today, what will it take for you to
return to pre-COVID19 sport activities?

Senior at La Costa Canyon and playing varsity baseball, COVID19 cancelled the Baseball for travel ball teams only as the baseball season is cancelled for all
baseball season for 2020 classmen.
High School baseball, and since my son is senior i hope that colleges open up
the baseball season.
Baseball has been canceled
We are dead in the water and are missing baseball like crazy.
All sports stopped, ruined college records, scouts etc for college players
can't play; couldn't finish season; only can practice in backyard and now at
park; can't workout with team mates or even in a gym
It has impact the development of my baseball future on the field
Cancellation of baseball season and tournaments

Unable to practice or play for High School team or Travelball team
all team sports have ceased and it's only been training at home to stay sharp
It completely ruined what was going to be the best experience for my son. He
made varsity on baseball and the team was picked to win out the division.
They got off to a rough start but started to pick it up. At the break he was the
best player on the team per the coaching staff. So you can say it was a huge
impact on him and his teammates.
It has had a huge impact. We no longer play sports, we do not socialize with
our team. I no longer have a pitching or hitting coach.
All sports have stopped.
All activities cancelled
Cancelled HS baseball and lacrosse seasons. terrible!!!!!
Minimal activity at home, trying to stay in shape but hard to get motivated.
It has completely screwed my son out of his Junior baseball season. They
played 3 games and got shut down. He is being recruited by USC, UCLA, UCSD
and SDSU around our area and that has stopped since this as well. Hopefully
this doesn’t ruin his college chances. As a 6’3” 190lbs 16 year old throwing 90
mph, plays SS when not pitching, and starting QB on his football team it
should not but this definitely will out him behind. Luckily his travel team has
their own facility and has allowed him to come in by himself or with me and
still practice to stay sharp.
COVID19 has stopped me from participating in all sports and has made it more
difficult to workout and improve myself athletically.
My season was canceled only after about 3 games. I miss my teammates and
Coaches. I cant go any gyms so I have kept myself in shape in my garage with
my limited weights.
Lost my freshman year of baseball can’t even work out with one friend at a
park or cage as they were locked up two weeks into shut down Now I may
possibly loose sophomore year of football and fall baseball
Baseball and softball season cancelled. Delay of spring training for Football
Could not play baseball during the Spring. Football practice that would be
happening now, is not. No schedule for workouts for Cross Country
My son's high school baseball season and football 7 on 7 league season was
canceled. Weight lifting at the school was closed. Travel baseball team is on
hold.

If all restrictions were lifted today, would you be ready to return as Sport
a full participant in immediate training/practice sessions? Local
competition? Travel to regional or national competition?
local only
baseball

I'd be back in a heart-beat
We don't need any restrictions. We would be back out there in a heart beat.
Start Abbreviated spring training and start playing baseball
masks; social distance; not wanting to get covid or the multi system disease
that kids are getting

Yes to all
Yes, absolutely.
YES
pretty much i think however traveling to national depends where. not sure
about getting on a plane but could drive in a car if close to where i live. i still
want to play and get better
Only thing it will take is for it to open and allow us athlete to get back doing
I have been training and conditioning and am 100% ready to get back to
what we love and miss.
competition.. Just need the ball parks open to get going
Some precautions for baseball: make sure every player/coach/umpire washes Yes, except for travel if it involves airplanes
or disinfects hands before the start of the game. Gear cannot be shared and
should be cleaned before the start of the game; players that are sick cannot
come to games or practices; perhaps check the temperature before games or
practices.

Baseball
Baseball
Baseball
Baseball
baseball

Baseball
Baseball

Just restrictions to be lifted, ready to play
we're ready to go as soon as the regulatory mandates allow team sports to
return
If everything was lifted today it would take him some time to get into game
shape with the long break and limited space to work out at home he would
need to get into a throwing program as if it was an off season.

Yes
Yes to immediate training and practices, local and regional competitions

Baseball
Baseball

My son would be ready to go play he has been working out to the best of his
abilities but would have some rust for sure.

Baseball

I have been working out on my own, however, it would take a while to get the
arm ready for pitching.
I think players and spectators should wear masks and try to distance
themselves as much as possible.
I would return immediately with no restrictions!
Some practical safety considerations and then play ball
Just tell me where to sign up.
Just let us go and we will be right back to what we were doing before. Will just
need to condition the arm a little bit more.

YES

Baseball

I would like to start training with safety measures in place.

Baseball

I am willing to return to all sports when allowed.

Yes

Baseball and football

I ready to go as soon as they say its ok to resume

Yes I have been hitting off the tee and soft toss. And throwing on a consistent
basis

Baseball Football

A lot of practice, workouts, reps, and scrimmages.

Yes for sure

Baseball football

Yes
Baseball
Yes
Baseball
Yes, yes & yes.
Baseball
Yes and we are traveling to AZ for a tournament next weekend already because Baseball and football
CA is still closed down.

That they were available
Yes
My brother and I would go. My parents would be fine so long as Coach wasn't Yes
allowing students to share water bottles
Reasonable and practical hygiene protocols in place
yes to training and practice. no to competition for another month and no
travel for another 2 months

Baseball football
baseball, cross country and football
baseball, football

Explain the impact COVID19 has had on your personal sport
activities.

If all restrictions were lifted today, what will it take for you to
return to pre-COVID19 sport activities?

My kids can’t play ANY SPORT. very sad
Eliminated them.
shut down all sports activities. I was involved in baseball, and basketball, at
travel and high school level.
I’m extremely bummed out because my baseball team had a great chance to
win CIF this year but now we don’t even have a chance to play.
It has completely cancelled both of the sports I pay.
They have been very limited.
Spring high school baseball season canceled - lost my junior year
I haven't been able to go to a gym or practice with my team.
Corona has made it hard for me to go to gyms and compete in active activities,
but luckily I have a basketball and hoop in my backyard so I make it work with
what I got.
Unable to play basketball
it has been a very negative experience for my basketball growth . Not able to
play travel ball and be exposed to competition or the tournaments with
college coaches
Reduced to individual workouts and zoom practices.
I'm going on my last year of high school. This virus has affected my ability to
focus on my sport
Unable to train and play.
Not able to exercise how I enjoy exercising.
Due to COVID19 my personal sports activities have come to an end and my
level of daily activity had reduced.
Not able to get out and practice the way youd want to.
Total shutdown - no practices - no games
Kids that need to be part of something and need to stay out of trouble is
missing out. We are loosing them back to the system.
As an educator and youth sports coach, this pandemic has placed serious
stressors on both players and even our coaches, for we feel this is our stress
relief to be able to educate and mentor our youth in the community through
sports.

Sport

I would return today with no hesitation
Restrictions lifted.
Some training/practicing to get up to speed

If all restrictions were lifted today, would you be ready to return as
a full participant in immediate training/practice sessions? Local
competition? Travel to regional or national competition?
Yes return to ALL
Yes.
yes

Nothing. I would return right away.

I would be ready to return as soon as possible.

Baseball/Basketball

I am ready and eager to return to sports.
We would be back at it right away.
I am ready to go
A safe CDC approved environment that limits exposure.
It will take me 1 or 2 days to get back used to the gym environment and finding
my spots on the floor to shoot consistently again.

Yes to all.
Yes, we would start with local travel then expand from there.
I am ready to go
Yes, given there were safety procedures enforced.
Yes, I will although I would have limitations on travel, although other than
that I am well prepared to return os a full participant.

Baseball/football
Baseball/Football
Basebball
Basketball
Basketball

Nothing I’m not scared would just play
just some regulations for player

Yes
yes with some regulations

Basketball
basketball

Make sure proper precautions are in place and get back to team sports.
Not much I'm ready

Yes.
Yes

Basketball
Basketball

Yes but would need assurance safety measures are in place.
Nothing, I'm ready to return now.
I would take the precautions needed and honestly would be very skeptical of
starting sports again immediately.
Assured cleaning guidelines in place. Personnel checks upon entrance to the
facilities. Adherence to CDC guidelines.
1. A plan which communicates to parents our saftey measure. 2. A place to
practice
Policy and safety procedures.

Yes
Yes
No

Basketball
Basketball
Basketball

Would not be ready. Think id give it a week or two before starting up again.

basketball

No

Basketball

Yes

Basketball

A commonsense method that is safe for our players, family and coaches. Not
just spacing.. close contact is still, close contact.

I truly feel we are not close to being ready to began competition just yet. Still
to many unknowns..

Basketball

Baseball, softball, basketball
Baseball, Water polo
baseball/Basketball

It has really been crazy. Luckily for me I am fortunate enough to have a
basketball court at my house with all the training equipment necessary to
train my boys at a high level. The thing that sucks is not have a place to play
against other kids their own age.

I just need the doors to open to get back to work. However, I’m not so certain Yes, without a doubt.
that everyone will feel the same way. Especially with the younger kids. I don’t
think the High School players will have a problem hopping right back into
action.

Basketball

It has restricted my children and my ability to compete/participate in high
level sporting activities
all facilities have been closed since March 5th. We have have to cancel our
complete season, lost team fees, sponsorship opportunities, community
partnerships.
Personally, I've had to adapt to new workouts that can be done from home. I
don't have access to outdoor space and/or a court. My parents have invested
on whatever equipment is available to purchase online or from stores with
curveside pick up available. I've been researching YouTube videos that can
help me stay in shape.

Some type of reassurance that can be given that everything is safe to continue
participating
Marketing and Promotions to get our brand back up and active! Being a newly
formed amateur adult organization covid-19 has definitely set us back in a few
areas.
I feel mentally and physically prepared to go back to my usual sports activities
and routines. I would definitely like to have a plan to continue practicing safe
measure to help prevent being at risk of contracting or spreading the virus. It is
imperative to return to the proper setting to fine tune and perfect my
shooting and techniques.

No

Basketball

I'm in good health and have been practicing social distancing. I feel mentally
and physically in shape to go back to return full force.

Basketball

The possible loss of the 2020 Live period this summer is a concern.

Not much. Ready to go.

Yes definitely to local and regional competition. National would be difficult.

Basketball

Yes

Basketball

Absolutely. I can’t wait to start playing and competing again

Basketball

Covid has taken a toll on my sports activities, this would have been my first
It would take a basketball hoop and a ball
year playing AAU basketball, and it also cancelled my trip to the Phillipines
where I would be scouted by college coaches.
Have not been able to practice or meet up with my basketball team. Our spring I will return immediately.
league and possibly summer have been put on hold.

No - we have to reschedule all facilities, game /practice schedules and organize Basketball
team members.

Explain the impact COVID19 has had on your personal sport
activities.

If all restrictions were lifted today, what will it take for you to
return to pre-COVID19 sport activities?

All of my kids club teams have been shutdown due to Covid19

Start practices again and hope all facilities are available

Some of my children don't have a location to practice and it leads to parents
not having them in shape and some parents lose interest, morality goes away
for some kids depression has hit them hard.
Sports is non-existent
It has completely stopped my physical activity. It’s hard to find the energy to
go out and practice.
I play basketball and in basketball everybody is pretty close too each together
and there are lots of people on the court so now i cant play basketball with my
friends anymore at my local court because of sharing the basketball and being
so close to each other.

We would be at the first announce tournament.

If all restrictions were lifted today, would you be ready to return as Sport
a full participant in immediate training/practice sessions? Local
competition? Travel to regional or national competition?
Yes local would be easily available. Travel would be a little difficult to plan if it Basketball
were short notice.
Yes.
basketball

Place to practice (rec center opening)
My parents would be hesitant until there is a vaccine for Covid-19.

yes
Basketball
I am out of practice. I don’t want to use a mask to practice. As it is, it’s hard to Basketball
breathe.
I would have to just make sure all of my friends are feeling healthy and safe and well at first I would be kinda iffy about it like i'm sure lots of other people
Basketball
that they were not around anyone that is not healthy or safe before I go and
would be too because it would be a hard transition from all of this virus stuff
play any sports with them.
and social distancing to just go straight into everything. I love my sport
though so I would want to do that after a while of the lifted restrictions with
no problems.

It has devastated our sports life. I have 4 children, (17,10,8 &6) all athletes.
It won't take anything. We are ready to play now! Start practicing and playing
Involved in Basketball, soccer and gymnastics. My 17 year old, will be senior, asap! No masks for athletes. And we don't need masks for spectators either.
has been practicing year round basketball for years and everything has been
This virus is blown out of proportion. We can't hide. Especially my family, first
taken away!! Thank goodness we have a small weight bench in our garage and a responder. Bring back basketball!
hoop in our backyard to try to stay in shape. Obviously, it's not nearly the
same though and my son's senior year is about to be destroyed, if things don't
rapidly change! We, including my younger kids, have devoted so much time to
our oldest and his basketball career. He's in the best shape he's ever been,
shining as an athlete. Just made All-League this year. We were looking forward
to an amazing spring and summer club season. It is infuriating that this has all
come to a halt!

Yes my son would be. He's been lifting weights, running and preparing for the
day he can be back on a court. He probably needs to be shooting more but he
could be in a game today and play just fine too!

Basketball

It has limited it tremendously. Individual training is okay but direct
competition has all but faded.
I am not participating in any sports team activities. No track, basketball,etc. I
don’t feel like I will be competitive or even at the level I was before this
started. I feel like this is affecting my future for high school and even college
opportunities

For all participants to be tested and perhaps once every 30 days.

Yes

Basketball

Nothing I would be there in a minute!

Yes! Definitely!

Basketball

A plan for surveillance testing and safe social distancing of spectators during
games.
All team activities have been canceled; as they should be. Especially in a game Should we really put kids at risk by playing a game like basketball until there
like basketball. Should we really put kids at risk by playing a game like
are medical protections available like a vaccine? You can't stop players from
basketball until there are medical protections available like a vaccine? You
breathing on each other while playing basketball and that is too risky for kids.
can't stop players from breathing on each other while playing basketball and They are kids and should not be subject to such exposure.
that is too risky for kids. They are kids and should not be subject to exposure.

Yes on training and practice. Only limited local competition with safe social
distancing. Would not travel for National / regional competition.
No to all of the above. Should we really put kids at risk by playing a game like
basketball until there are medical protections available like a vaccine? You
can't stop players from breathing on each other while playing basketball and
that is too risky for kids. They are kids and should not be subject to such
exposure. Take an extended time out and get it right.

Basketball

I'm 17 years old and this is my last year of AAU/Club basketball. My goal is to I'm ready now and want to return to playing basketball now. Life is meant to
play in college. Its killing me to watch my last year of basketball slip away. I've be lived doing what we love. Sitting at home is not living. I want to play
worked hard to be close to my goal of playing in college and the lockdown is
basketball.
taking that away from me.

Yes, ready for all. I've continued to strength train 3 times a week and have been Basketball
using a couple of local courts to keep my skills up.

It has limited my ability to play basketball or practice. I don’t have a court at
home and with gyms closed and parks I’m unable to exercise the sport.
It has stopped , I AM A BASKETBALL COACH HIGH SCHOOL, AND WE LIKE
EVERYONE ELSE IS AT A STOP
The impact is more than just not being able to play (although I miss playing),
but the mental and stress relief not to mention outlet for me Play sport had.
All of this has been taken from me.
Lost my senior season of baseball and Allstars for basketball.
Silly question... its completely destroyed our sport activites. Yes we train at
the home but thats all.
More conditioning at home. We have been fortunate to have a private court
to set up a net and have a group of girls train

Basketball

JUST GO BACK

Not sore because I’m afraid that we can still get the virus. I’m not sure I’m
ready to go out and play. I don’t know that I would travel.
I GUESS PARENTS HAVE A LOT TO SAY ABOUT THIS

Just release from my physician.

Yes

Basketball

Yes.
Nothing... i think the government and specifically the state of California has
overplayed this disease. Were ready to start life again.
We're all in.just say the word

Yes to all.
Yes

Basketball/ baseball
bball

Yew

Beach VB

Only able to train at home right now.

I’m not sure.

Basketball

BASKETBALL

Explain the impact COVID19 has had on your personal sport
activities.

If all restrictions were lifted today, what will it take for you to
return to pre-COVID19 sport activities?

Lack of training and competing in the sand. Lack of touches with a partner.
Setback in efforts made up to the onset of the restrictions.

Likely a month or two at least from whenever the California beaches allow
beach volleyball to resume since the competitive season that usually starts
now draws competitors from all over and travel and it takes some time to
regain sand legs.

Unable to play volleyball on the beach, or attend practices.
I have not been able to train on the sand or at a club because of the
quarantine. I’ve been working out as much as possible, but I’m afraid it’s not
enough.
I am unable to practice because all the beach volleyball nets were cut down in
my county.
Total cancellation of practices, games and tournaments since March 13.

I would go back right away.
Make sure everyone who is playing is not sick. Possibly sanitize balls and the
volleyball net (if possible).

If all restrictions were lifted today, nothing would stop me from playing. If I
had access to a court I would play even with the restrictions present.
We'll return 100% to all activities as soon as the clubs and gyms open up and
allow practices, games and tournaments.
Enjoying the outdoors and friends and family
Some social distancing for each group of teammates
All beach volleyball practices and tournaments have been cancelled; it's been We would return to beach volleyball in California if precautions are taken, like
really difficult. Have just been playing in the back yard as best we can.
sanitizing the ball before games, having the girls wash their hands before and
after, etc.
It has come to a halt. I am trying to practice and work out on my own. It’s
I’m ready and trust that my partner and I and coaches would take proper
depressing and frustrating.
precautions.
Completely eliminated beach volleyball
2 weeks practice to get to pre-Covid shape
No on court practice. No tournaments.
Nothing - we’d be there!!!
Not being able to practice or compete in tournaments but has given me an
We would do anything to be able to get back to playing. Ok to have a no
opportunity to work out more & make running part of my routine.
spectator policy. Masks would be hard to follow (they would fall off during
play) but we would follow ant guidelines.
My daughter has been working out on her own and getting stronger and faster She would be open to practicing with a very small number of kids that have
than ever.
also been self quarantining.

If all restrictions were lifted today, would you be ready to return as Sport
a full participant in immediate training/practice sessions? Local
competition? Travel to regional or national competition?
Yes.
Beach Volleyball

Yes
Yes!! But I would most likely be rusty in competition. I’m ready though. Let’s
GO!

Beach Volleyball
Beach Volleyball

Yes, yes, and yes. I would do all of it in a heartbeat.

Beach Volleyball

Yes!

Beach Volleyball

All of the above
Yes - we would return as a full participant in training/practice and local and
regional competitions; probably wouldn't travel outside CA.

Beach volleyball
Beach volleyball

Yes to all three

Beach Volleyball

No would need at least 2 weeks training
YES
Yes to all.

Beach Volleyball
Beach Volleyball
Beach Volleyball

Beach volleyball

has ended or put on hold all activities
Unable to train which is stressful since I am a jr and I am trying to get into
college for Beach Volleyball. I am conditioning at home but that is not the
same as playing
My athletes and I can't compete, hold practices, or use exercise resources
unless it is on our own. There is nothing to train for, and with rumors of
cancelling the season, many incoming middle schoolers and current high
schoolers see no reason to train. Only those with hope and self discipline will
continue to train. But that's still a majority high schoolers who will not be
working out.

Yes
YES!

Again, she would practice (see above), but tournaments with a lot of
people/girls/equipment congregating in a location seems unnecessary and
risky at this point with the spread of disease still happening.
yes
YES

a vaccine for COVID-19

Local competition, practices and training

Cross Country

My athlete was completely unable to participate as all facilities were
shutdown.
I haven’t been able to dive for 2 months. Workouts have been limited to my
home.
All activities stopped
Complete shutdown
It’s been difficult to be away from the sport, training and friends.

Social distancing at practice, small meets or spacing out comp times & social
distancing
Nothing

Not without safety measures in place.

Dive

Yes

Dive

Completely cancelled all practices, pool is closed.
Not able to practice diving because the all the public pools are closed.

Completely restricted from doing any. 🙁
Can not dive at all since Mar h 15
In the pool diving has stopped completely. Still doing some dry gym training
with up to 3 athletes in the gym maintaining safe distances. Doing in home
work outs

beach volleyball
Beach Volleyball

Same common sense precautions that are applied for any flu-like sickness
Yes
College pool to become available
Local or regional
Ensure safety protocol. Maybe less kids at each practice, even if it meant less Yes, full participation Local travel, yes Across state, not yet
days of practice.
Diving can be easily socially distance so just respect from other divers.
Yes
I think if there are less people in the pool area, and they do temperature checks Yes!
and have you sign a waiver to enter that you haven’t knowingly been exposed,
or traveled, or had any symptoms in the last 14 days then I would be all in for
returning

Diving
Diving
Diving

Just the go ahead. I am ready today!
I would return immediately
YES!

Diving
Diving
Diving

Yes
Yes yes yes
YES!

Diving
Diving

Explain the impact COVID19 has had on your personal sport
activities.

If all restrictions were lifted today, what will it take for you to
return to pre-COVID19 sport activities?

My improvement and growth has essentially been frozen. I am a diver and I
don't have access to any facilities to practice right now. Coach-less ground
practices are just not very useful.
My daughter is missing her diving team terribly. Sports are so important to
their mental and physical wellbeing.
Spring sports cancelled
None

Nothing. I'm ready!

Limited field access. Have to train in my backyard.
It's had a huge impact on my sports activities.
Lack of facilities to train has hampered some of the progress
I don’t think it’s personal, it’s local, state and national impact, I’m not
individually alone I’m not having sports.
Everything has been cancelled
It shut down everything
No football offers!!!
Well with stay at home order there is no workouts or practices so I have been
doing some what of a workout each week at home but nothing like I was doing
with the off season football workouts.
It has made a huge impact. Both of my sons were not able to attend sports like
football which they highly enjoy.
It impacted my family a lot because I have 3 children that participate in
football and other sports as well. Being away from those activities has limit
our family on doing the thing we love.
It stopped the 7v7 tournament that I was doing with my football team.
Covid has affected my ability to continue to play the sport I love which is
football.
We have been unable to run our off-season football program at the high school
My 7 v 7 was cut short . I’m unable to workout with my teammates. It has
Taken away my college exposure opportunities
I would be in football spring training, preparing for summer camp. Only
virtual interaction now.
It has caused my sport to be cancelled.

Yes!!

Yes!!

Diving

Would return to fall sport
No, my son sat 9 games. Didn't play one snap. Didn't pay and miss work to
watch my son not play .
If it’s safe it’s ok
Responsible precautions by the school and the coaches. Plus information and
expectations communicated to all athletes.
It’s still time to make strides. No restrictions.
A decrease in substantial cases in our local community.

yes
Yes for the remainder of this season only.

Field Hockey
Flag football

Yes
It depends on if the school is taking the necessary precautions to maintain the
safety of its athletes.
Yes
No

Football
Football

Nothing! I would go back asap!
Nothing but getting the word out to the players. We would be doing more
conditioning/weights to get back into shape.
Let’s play.
I can’t wait to go back as long as I felt safe to do so

Yes
Training and practice sessions would be scheduled for the next 3-4 weeks.

Football
Football

I would still be cautious especially since I am in the medical field and I
continue to see how COVID19 is taking over peoples lives.
I'll be there 100% full participant if it was lifted. But I also want to be ensure of
the risk of the issue due to covid19.

I would still not travel to certain areas but I will definitely continue my normal football
life with precautions.
Yes, but I will also take precautions too and follow all necessary precautions of Football
the civid19 virus and hope everyone does the same.

I can lift with my team and run over plays.
It wouldn't take a lot just because I'll be able to do activities with my
teammates and coaches.
Trying to get families and athletes to feel safe when participating.

Yes I will.
Yes

Football
Football

I would like to think so

Football

I would return to pre COVID19 activities immediately

Yes,I would return as A full participant

Football

Proper testing and sanitization.

Yes.

Football

I will be ready to go as soon as my sport returns.

I will be ready to be a full participant, because I have been doing my best to
stay in shape.
No. Because there is no guarantee that everything will be safe.

Football

I’m not able to train with my peers and be as active as i was prior to pandemic Vaccine to prevent me from contracting covid 19

We have not been able to have in person practices or do our workouts at
school. We have had only online (Zoom) practices.
Completely changed my life and daily routine
No sports at all.
It makes me want to stay inside more. I also can’t play sports with my friends
as much.
It has shut down all operations for my football club
It has been hard to keep up with training and I miss competing.
COVID19 has had a significant impact on my personal sports activities as I am
unable to participate in any of the team sport which have had a huge impact
on my life. Although I am trying overcome many obstacles due to this and
keep myself mentally and physically in shape this continues to be difficult as
team sport has be apart of my life and keeps me motivated for not only my
sports goals but my educational goals.

If all restrictions were lifted today, would you be ready to return as Sport
a full participant in immediate training/practice sessions? Local
competition? Travel to regional or national competition?
Yes, but competitions may be rough... as we haven't been allowed to dive for 7 Diving
weeks now.

Football
Football

Yes. Let’s play.
Football
Yes as long as certain measures where taken to keep everyone safe from Covid Football

Football

For the school to allow us to practice.

Yes to all. I am ready to return to football fully.

Football
Football

Nothing
A little time for everything to smooth over.
It will not take much, I’ll get straight back into the swing of things.

No I'm not in football shape as much as I would like to
Yes
Yes I would be ready to return to everything.

Football
Football
Football

We could return immediately
Nothing I would be on the field in a heartbeat.
I would be out on the field with my coaches and team the minute restrictions
our lifted. As my coaches and team are people I have grown up with and look
towards for support not only in sports but in life as they do me.

Yes
Yes
I am ready......

Football
Football
Football

Explain the impact COVID19 has had on your personal sport
activities.

If all restrictions were lifted today, what will it take for you to
return to pre-COVID19 sport activities?

Still up in the air for football! Right now, there still a season. So, I’m just
staying hopeful!
It shut us down. The contact between our staff and players has been cut off
mainly due to health and liability reasons.
Brought everything to a screaming halt.
Shut everything down
COVID-19 really has taken 7 on 7 football and has made my daily routine funky

Anything! I’m am willing to do anything to get back on that field with my
brothers!
A blatant disregard for the higher risk population.

Couldn’t play 7 on 7 football or basketball in the spring leagues

I would be right out there! I want to play sports and get out of the house!

Everything was cancelled and kids can only work out at home by themselves.
Sports have been cancelled.
Continuing to exercise on my own. However, pools and parks are not open,
restricting my ability to practice on the sports i love.

Just start the programs and we are back to work.
Nothing if all restrictions were lifted we could practice right away
It wouldn’t take anything

If all restrictions were lifted today, would you be ready to return as Sport
a full participant in immediate training/practice sessions? Local
competition? Travel to regional or national competition?
Yes I would!
Football
Yes

Football

Definitely!
Yes, no travel only local competitions
Yes 100%

Football (7 on 7)
Football (7 on 7)
Football (7 on 7)

Yes! I have already traveled once on a plane they didn’t use the middle seats
and it felt very safe.
We are ready to start today. Return to normal activities with no restrictions.
Absolutely.
Nothing. Would return immediately.
Yes to all.
Open sports and I will be there, no need for precautions. All sports and events Yes to all of the above.
come with risk and I am aware of that and still continue to participate.

Football and Basketball
Football and track
Football and volleyball
Football and Waterpolo

I feel the COVID19 has most impacted me by limiting me on how active I get to
stay.
Complete shutdown on our club activities. No practices, no games.
A lot. My child isn’t nearly as active without an organized sport. They miss that
instruction direction interaction and friendships.
it has halted it
Terrible impact
All of my sports have been put on hold for in person training until further
notice. One of my sports immediately began Zoom meetings to train at home.

The assurance that the coaches and school have and are still taken all
precautions to keep a safe and healthy environment
An email, a few phone calls and we'd get started right away.
Whatever it takes.

Yes, I have been keeping up at home with my fitness and feel I have managed toFootball and wrestling
stay in shape
Yes
Football Flag / 7 on 7
Yes
Football flag rugby

i would return with more caution for my son
My child could play today
I would return right away, there is nothing stopping me. I am very eager to
start back up.

yes
Yes
Yes!

Football, Baseball
Football/Baseball
Girls Basketball

All activities are canceled
Social distancing is a must. Personal wise, I work out from home when I can
and walk around the block. Cannot go to any gym and do my routine. The
some with my club team. The same with my club team, it’s completely shut
down until further notice.

Depends on school district policies.
I think until we have a vaccine. If there’s no vaccine. Will wait and see what
are the protocolos that the state will give out. But I think the we Will wait
like a month to see what’s happening and maybe start doing some training.

Maybe
I will not travel. I will stay local and follow guidelines very strictly with my
team.

Girls basketball
Girls Basketball

Can't play in games. Can't have practices. School basketball is...unlikely... We
are sad, depressed, in a funk. This is not the outcome we want or think is
reasonable.
Due to COVID-19, I haven't been able to play Spring travel basketball. I'm
unable to play at the parks until recently when they opened up parks again,
but hard not to play with friends.

Just sign us up. We'll be there. Have some hand sanitizer stations all over the
place. Maybe take players' temperatures. Have parents wait outside. No big
deal.
I would feel scared to return back to sports because my dad is a high risk
person & I worry that even if I'm not sick, what if my teammate is
asymptomatic & I pass that on to my dad? I would feel comfortable when
there is a vaccine.

Yes, yes, yes, yes, yes. All of the above. Ready to go, ready to play. Grandma
will stay home where she's safe.

Girls Basketball

No, I don't think so

Girls Basketball

completely halted my senior year (varsity) lacrosse season. Most likely no
summer off-season play or tournaments. Was possibly thinking about playing
at my D3 college next year...not sure that can happen now.
It has affect my daughter a good deal. She was learning and developing at a
great pace before this began. It will take her some time to get back to the level
she was at.
We stopped all practices. We began a weekly Zoom meeting. This week we
started a Zoom conditioning on-line. The girls loved it. The parents
appreciated the efforts of Coach Jordan and assistance of parents to make this
happen.

Knowing that I would be safe, my teammates and coaches would be safe would If all restrictions were lifted and it was known that all involved would be safe Girls Lacrosse
be the critical factor.
to play and practice, yes I would play. Not sure about the travel piece, though.

We are completely closed
There is no sports In my life at the moment because of covid 19
All I have is
hiking bike riding things that Iam not passionate about like gymnastics. I’m
board and can’t wait to go back
We don’t participate in sport anymore due to restrictions.
Unable to play or practice as don’t have environment to practice... don’t have
smooth concrete area to practice puck handling or skating .

Just lift the restrictions. We will be back happily!

Yes to all the above questions!

Girls volleyball

The ability to secure a reliable and safe gym for conditioning and practice

As long as parents concurred.

Girls' Basketball

We are ready to go NOW!
I would contact my Coaches And ask if Iam back to my old schedule and I
would be there

Ready to teach classes, competition will be able to go in about 2 months.
Yes!!!

Gymnastics
Gymnastics

Organizations offering sports.
As long as we get the okay to come back there is really no fear. Will pick up
where we left off before this whole think started.

Yes
Yes absolutely!! Without fear or paranoia!

Hockey
Hockey ice and roller

Explain the impact COVID19 has had on your personal sport
activities.

If all restrictions were lifted today, would you be ready to return as
a full participant in immediate training/practice sessions? Local
competition? Travel to regional or national competition?
Have to wait until schools decide when sports will continue and how.
Our sports season is over for this year. However of season training could start
in September.
cleaning/disinfecting of locker rooms and bathroom facilities on a regular basis yes to local but no to travel. work does not allow me to cross state lines if i
wish to no be put on 14 day quarantine.
Nothing. Let's get back to it already.
Yes

Sport

I would resume full actuvitues
I would resume all activities immediately
I am ready to go.
Just unlocking our rink!!
A full plan of how they will keep athletes and spectators safe. It should be
written and also demonstrated in a video.

Yes
yes
Local comp
YES!! We play at TCIHL in Oceanside, CA. I am a coach for 8 seasons there.
Full participant for karate as we can keep safe distance in most venues.
Swimming will be more difficult with the distancing. I'd be more willing to
wait for my son to be competing and spread out swim practices.

ice hockey
Inline Hockey
Inline hockey
Inline Hockey
Karate

cancellation of tournaments. moved to all online training sessions.

student's belief that training is safe.

We can no longer attend karate class in person and tournaments have been
cancelled. Fortunately, AAU our sensei has recently started to host an online
class, and AAU has hosted an online tournament. Thank you.

Safety measures.

travel is questionable. without a vaccine how is traveling safe? if a region has karate
infection rates drop but then we have to travel to support events, we could be
bringing the virus back.
Not as a full participant. We would consider virtual and possibly local
Karate
competitions (because we can leave if it does not appear safe). However, we
are very concerned about travel to regional or national competition. In
addition the postponement of Nationals to October makes it very difficult for
high schoolers for which every day of missed school is important. That
October weekend is definitely not a school holiday in our district, plus even if
it were, to fly across the country on a 3 day weekend is not feasible. We think a
virtual tournament, or multiple regional tournaments to select ones to
compete virtually nationally seems to make more sense and provides more
equal opportunity. In particular, we are very concerned about the nationals
tournament being held in Florida, where the state officials did not call for
quarantine until late, and we are not confident that the state of Florida is very
strict on safety and health during covid.

They all ben canceled
not playing/coaching
Basically halted all activity, other than some basic walks or runs around the
block, misc home gym stuff.
all sports have completely stopped
All organized sports activities have been cancelled
Inline hockey league season is cancelled. Not sure about the fall season.
Shut down our league.. 2 weeks in and everything stopped
My son competes in both karate and swimming. Both closures have led to a
significant drop in activity as these two sports are prime for disabled athletes.
We've only been doing karate in short sessions via Zoom. No swimming even
through online.

If all restrictions were lifted today, what will it take for you to
return to pre-COVID19 sport activities?

HS Gymnastics
ice & roller hockey
Ice Hockey

Unable to practice due to stay at home orders, closing of non-essential
Access to the training/sport
businesses and social distancing requirements.
Season was ruined and I really miss playing.
nothing- I’m ready to jump back in
To this date, it has completely halted all activites that are so meaningful to me. There is nothing stopping me, once restrictions are lifted.

Yes

Karate

yes
yes, yes, and yes

lacrosse
Lacrosse

Lacrosse season was cancelled 3 games into the season. Upcoming football
season is in jeopardy.
COVID-19 has greatly impacted me beacuse I never got to finish my first ever
season of Lacrosse, which I had high skills in, and not having my own
equipment means I have no way of practicing any of my sports.
It has had a financial impact and a lost of recruiting opportunities.
Canceled my senior season. I was poised to be a finalist in the CA state
championship, break my high school record, and attempt to break the San
Diego section record in Pole Vault.
Senior year season canceled :( unable to work with weights at local gym

Nothing required. Ready to resume activities as they were prior to COVID 19
concerns.
It would take countless hours to get back to elite horse-back riding skills for
competitions all over the country, which is now ruined.

Yes

Lacrosse and football

I would totally be ready for local practice sessions, but no competitions as I
haven't had anything to practice any of my sports with.

Lacrosse, Field Hockey, Horseback Riding

Covid has stopped my club entirely.

Oh I mean if everything was lifted I could get back to training and everything
will be fine again.
Pole Vault requires facility to be open for training. Currently San Diego
County does not allow this. Weeks to ramp back up, but if thing open up
would be ready to complete late July/early August.
Would return right away

I am a HS Senior-no senior track season and impacted college recruiting
efforts, my last year to complete with AAU is now no longer an option.
Unable to play personal sports

A facility that would meet all the CDC and state requirements for safety.
I don't think so.
I’ve been able to practice privately with my coach, but in a much limited basis. I would be willing to participate. I’m sure I’m not as prepared as I would have
I haven’t Ans probably will never long jump or triple jump again.
been, but wanting to compete this summer.
assurance of health safety at sports practice and in general community

Martial arts
Pole vault

I would probably be ready to return to sport workouts, but not full sport
pole vault
practices as team vaulting involves lots of shared equipment. Competition out
of question
Yes
Pole Vault
Yes!

Pole Vault

Yes I would return as a full participant

Roller Hockey

Explain the impact COVID19 has had on your personal sport
activities.

If all restrictions were lifted today, what will it take for you to
return to pre-COVID19 sport activities?

It has impacted my child's desire to practice because she doesn't enjoy training I would return to practices immediately with appropriate social distancing
alone. Soccer has no value to her if she's not playing with other girls. I wish I guidelines in place. Kicking, passing, foot skills and conditioning. Obviously
could say she loves to kick the ball and practice foot skills alone but she hates soccer is a contact sport so that may need to wait a bit so games would be at a
it so I force her to do it 3 days a week and its not enjoyable for anyone involved. later date.

If all restrictions were lifted today, would you be ready to return as Sport
a full participant in immediate training/practice sessions? Local
competition? Travel to regional or national competition?
practice only
soccer

It has impacted my ability to go to the baseball & soccer fields to practice and My club soccer team to start back up again.
to play against other athletes.
Well it has been good but I miss practicing soccer and this is the very first sport soccer and my education
I played at this school and I would like to continue participating in the sport

Yes l would.

Soccer

Yes,I would love to go back and immediately start training.

soccer

Closed it all down and some zoom, depending upon the team and the sport
Softball for my high school was cut short. I could not even practice at the park
with my sister.
All sports are shut down
Has made kids bored out of their minds and not healthy for them to be stuck
inside
It has come to a halt

I'd be there right away.

return to training, and compete locally.
Yes..

soccer, volleyball, pole vaulting, track
Softball

Let me know when and where practice starts.
Nothing will play the next day

Yes
Yes

Softball
Softball

Set in place safety precautions to reduce the spread of the virus.

Softball

It has changed my daily routine, social life, the way I train and I miss it all.

Dedication and motivation

Completely stopped everything
We’d be there no matter what
All sports got shit down
Just getting reconditioned.
(I swim) I don't have access to a pool so I've been working out at home trying to Nothing, I'd return right away.
keep a healthy shape and gain some muscle while I'm at it. I am particularly
upset that it's been two months since I've been in the water, but at the same
time it's given me time to focus on other things I need to strengthen.

I would stay local. I would be weary about regional and probably not national
events.
I think over this quarantine I’ve been getting stronger and improving my skills
be to ready to get back on the fields. I would be ready for local for sure and
regional would depend on COVID19.
Yes!
Yes
Given the circumstances I haven't practiced in two months but I would 100%
return to practice full force. I competed only locally in high school pre-COVID
so I assume that I wont be traveling to regional or national competitions any
time soon.

Severe. Unable to train with my Master.

No

Taekwondo

Need 60-90 days prep
yes

Taekwondo
Tennis

Yes to all
Yes - to all of the above.
Yes
No, due to aforementioned decrease in fitness, member would need training
time again. Would not travel nationally, too unsafe, depends on regional
locations.
Yes, gratefully.

Trac & Field, XC, Tennis
Track
Track & Field
Track & Field

Yes. We are ready.
Yes
I would be ready for training, if training facilities and tracks open, but not
quite ready for competition just yet as I don’t want to get injured from lack of
proper training the past few months.

Track & Field
Track & Field
Track & Field Decathlon

Not much. I will follow all guidelines to return to my sport. Yes.

Yes. We are ready to go!

Track and field

I would return. I feel outdoor sports, especially XC and Track and Field can be
continued safely.
Not much
I’m all in now. I’m not worried. I’m 16 and very healthy.
too dangerous. I am not risking my life and the life of my family/friends
Nothing - we’d be there!

Yes

Track and field and cross country

Yes
Yes!
No
Practice and local - no long distance/overnights yet

track and field; 7vs7 football
University city football
VolleyBall
Volleyball

Strict screening and a documented negative test for COVID or a documented
test showing antibodies for COVID.
We wanted to do qualifiers to go aau national event everything postponed
Spacing and well vented air circulation venue
unable to play tennis since we do not have a yard large enough and the parks able to practice somewhere
and schools are close.
High school Spring sports cancelled and tennis courts closed
Nothing, I would ensure that I kept myself safe while participating
All sports were cancelled, and I did not get to run in a competitive race.
Nothing! We are ready to return to business as usual.
It destroyed my season and a chance at getting recruited
Organized track meets
Decrease in training, no access to equipment (pole vault) to train at home,
Member would return to small group training since it is outside, not likely to
ultimately likely loss in skill and performance fitness.
return to indoor training facility like a gym.
I was in my second year of Varsity as a sophomore and was set to win League in Nothing, I’ll return as instructed whether there are restrictions or not.
my County
Not being able to utilize School tracks.
Access to school tracks for workouts
canceled everything
following state and CDC guidelines
Basically lost entire season as I was not able to train for any field events such as I missed an entire active coaching season for my events and unsure if I could
high jump, pole vault, and throws as well as hurdles needed for decathlon
compete in the next month without some proper training in several of my
training as all local tracks were closed.
events. I need the track and field areas to open and be accessible for training in
my local areas, they have been locked and remain closed since mid-March.
Has made it very questionable for spring sport athletes to receive athletic
scholarships.
Devastating impact
Has stopped all sports activities. Only home workouts are available to me.
It’s horrible. No friends, football , workouts. I’m very depressed
All training stopped
Club volleyball canceled. School basketball cancelled.

Softball

Softball
Softball
swim

Track & Field

Explain the impact COVID19 has had on your personal sport
activities.
Participation in all sports, club and high school, ended with the stay at home
mandates.

Completely stopped my daughter’s favorite sport of volleyball both indoor
and outdoor.
Financial, lack of training and place to practice

Covid19 has caused all indoor volleyball and beach volleyball to completely
stop. I have not practiced with my indoor team. I haven’t practiced with any
beach sessions.

Destroyed my season, no training, no practice etc
I am unable to practice and play volleyball I missed it a lot

If all restrictions were lifted today, what will it take for you to
return to pre-COVID19 sport activities?

If all restrictions were lifted today, would you be ready to return as Sport
a full participant in immediate training/practice sessions? Local
competition? Travel to regional or national competition?
We would need to know that people were willing to be cautious and put the
I would be okay with training and practices to start with. If that went well for a Volleyball
health and safety of the athletes, staff, and families ahead of personal beliefs or month or so with no complications, confrontations, or anyone becoming ill,
political agendas. This would mean wearing masks when appropriate, social
then I’d consider local competitions. I’m not sure we’re ready for the crowds
distancing, and following CDC guidelines.
or close playing quarters that come with regional and national tournaments.
Safety measures to insure the safety of all players and their families.

Yes

Volleyball

Flexibility with schedule and safety protocol followed. Also conditioning since
many were home with no training.

Was committed to another activity this summer after this spring season. But Volleyball
want coaching before fall tryouts so will try to make it work. Depends on
schedule
My mom is very worried about how contagious the virus is. She is particularly I don’t know. I would be worried about the risk of being infected. Unless there Volleyball
worried about asymtomatic people who could spread the virus without
is a treatment or a vaccine, or unless athletes are being tested before practices,
knowing it. I think it would be ideal if everyone was tested before attending a I am not sure about whether I would just immediately return to practices and
practice. But that might not be possible. I am not sure if my parents would
tournaments. It seems like a big health risk.
allow me to attend practices when the possibility of being infected is even a
slight possibility.
Yes
Yes with the new regulations

I have not been able to participate in any activities.
No sports activities. Working out on my own

Nothing, I would be back tomorrow
I want to feel safe and be able to practice and play volleyball It is important
to follow up the CDC recommendations and the AAU safety rules
nothing
I’d return

all sports have been canceled for our family. We continue to go walking or ride
bikes to get outside.
I haven't been able to learn and grow as a volleyball athlete
Decreased to almost zero

We would jump right in! I want my child to be able to practice and play
without a mask!
To know that precautions were being taken
just showing up right now to play. I love volleyball!

Yes to all.

Volleyball
Volleyball

yes
Volleyball
Depends on the dates. We’ve already have plans for the summer. We were Volleyball
supposed to have a tournament last weekend but that got postponed to July
and I can’t make it then. We should get a refund because we didn’t plan on
the date they moved it to. We would have never paid for a tournemt we
wouldn’t have been able to participate in in July during summer months.
Volleyball

Yes
I would be ready to work really hard and be ready play at the level I was before
the lockdown. Yes I would play.
Proper precautions
Local
Adjusted practices with possible inclusion of online or park use to limit people Yes
in the gym at one time.
A good protocol and rules that would make it safe to go back to play
yes
Nothing.
Yes.

Volleyball
Volleyball

We will be there, of course taking precautions

Absolutely

Volleyball

complete shutdown of our club activities

mostly just sanitation protcol

volleyball

On my Volleyball Travel Team all Practice and Games have been cancelled.

A commitment by league participants to adhere to safety measures including
but not limited to: hand-washing and staying home when sick.
Social distancing and sanitation as recommended by health organizations
would need to be followed.

practice sessions would be ok, local or national competition would be
worrisome.
Most likely.

Both child’s sports cancelled
I coach 3 teams and run a youth volleyball club. All activity stopped as did
income from that.
Miss playing, staying active and competing
I haven’t been able to go to practices or tournaments, but I’ve still been
practicing on my own.
My daughter is a junior in high school, it has impacted her mentally and
physically. She doesn’t have social media so this was her outlet since she has
AP & IB classes. The depression & anxiety has set in since she doesn’t have
volleyball as an outlet.

All volleyball club activities ended completely. Very little communication
between club and athletes/parents.

No practice no games no tournaments
My Club Volleyball was cancelled. I was trying to learn the sport to make the
Freshman High School team. Now I don't know if I will have the skills to make
the team and I don't know if Volleyball will even start in the fall at my High
School.

Immediately return
Maybe less teams in the gym at the same time. Fever checks at the door.

Volleyball
Volleyball
Volleyball
Volleyball

Volleyball

I can’t really answer that. We have a member of our household who has cancer Volleyball
so we have to be ultra cautious with any contact with others during this
pandemic, as advised by our oncologist. There are too many unknown
variables for me to definitively answer.
Absolutely
Yes. I would return to immediate training/practice sessions and local
competitions. I really don't fear the Coronavirus. The death rate is really low.

Volleyball
Volleyball

Explain the impact COVID19 has had on your personal sport
activities.

If all restrictions were lifted today, what will it take for you to
return to pre-COVID19 sport activities?

If all restrictions were lifted today, would you be ready to return as Sport
a full participant in immediate training/practice sessions? Local
competition? Travel to regional or national competition?
We had to cancel our practices and contact with any of our club members.
A lot of planning and precautionary sanitary actions to be able to ensure there Not sure.
Volleyball
will be no spread of covid19
My Volleyball club season was cancelled and the team stopped practicing. My I would love to go back into practice
Yes
Volleyball
high school Track and field season was also cancelled.
Our daughters haven’t been able to participate in any sporting events or
Yes
Yes
Volleyball
practices and it’s been devastating
Cancelled club season - 3 months. Including games and practices.
Probably just an effort to keep volleyballs and nets/posts clean. Please no
YES!
Volleyball
requirement for players to wear masks or space. It would be too difficult.
My daughter has not been able to practice with a Volleyball net or team.
gym/sport facilities would need to re-open and I would want to see cleaning
I would want to see cleaning/safety procedures first with our local team and
Volleyball
procedures, safety precautions, and temperature readings of coaches and
facilities. I would be hesitant allowing my daughter to travel to competitions
players taken first before allowing my daughter to resume.
right away.
It has completely shut them down.
If you open we will be there!
Yes!
volleyball
We have had to stop everything.
We will need guidelines for sanitizing all of our equipment. A method to see if We would need to wait on city to see if we can use their facility. Other than
Volleyball
our athletes are healthy. Hopefully testing is available for everyone at any time. that our families have express that they are ready to practice and play. Most
likely just local to start.
Much less volleyball. Staying fit through other means - peloton, strength
Nothing. I will get eighth back.
Yes.
Volleyball
missed practices and games
will participate as long as safety measures is implemented
No
Volleyball
Refrained from practicing every day and the process of recruiting
Safety regulations instructed and enforced to provide a somewhat secure area Personally, I would. So long as it would be strictly coaches and players only to Volleyball
to play.
refrain too many people being together
Effected recruiting opportunities
I am ready to play when restrictions are lifted
Yes
Volleyball
Cancellation of vball - Practices, tournaments regular games Has impacted
My parents approval that it was safe - measures in place to ensure good
Unlikely
Volleyball
my strength and fitness and socialization
hygiene and personal wellness
All volleyball sports have been cancelled. Gym has been closed since March.
I would like to return to local practices with precautions in place.
Local only. No travel for awhile.
Volleyball
My sons high school volleyball season was cancelled. His year to shine...
We would return with no reservations.. we would take precautions to wash
Yes! I miss my son having an outlet for his energy and I miss watching him play Volleyball and Basketball
Summer basketball is looking like it will be canceled... this league prepares my our hands and maybe wear a mask...
son for high school basketball next year
No team sports. Working out online and running only.
Just simple precautions.
Yes with precaution
Volleyball and softball
There is no possibility of participation at this time.
Approval and protocol for safety of the athletes.
If proper protocols were in place, then yes.
Volleyball, baseball, basketball
it has been tragic as a mom to watch my 2 super active teen boys who played nothing, we'd be signed up in a second!
YES
Volleyball, Track & Field, Soccer
and were involved in lots of high school sports, be literally benched INDOORS
for 2 months. It is not right and not natural! They have been depressed and
play video games 24-7. We live in a area that has had very few cases of COVID ,
and most of the victims were seniors or immune compromised. We're talking
a county of over 3 million people!! has had .0001 deaths of mostly elderly and
immune compromised persons! I wonder how many thousands of mom's in
San Diego County have teen sons that have become depressed, lazy and video
game addicted??? This was a horrible, not thought out plan at all. ONE SIZE
DOES NOT FIT ALL PEOPLE!
My gym has closed so I'm limited to lifting in a friend's garage twice a week.
Less activity
My son left the sport before COVID19 became an issue.
completely ended any of my sport activities
My high school season was cancelled
my season was stop.
Complete stop of competition and group practices

Nothing, I'm in.
1 day

All the above.
Yes

Wouldn't take much, I would return immediately
Nothing. I’ll be back
just let me play
Time to ramp up to prevent injuries

Huge impact! All facilities are closed and need to open again so I can get back
in the lab
My son misses his sports
Sports ended. I can not practice or play since March.
All sports and practices have been cancelled.
We have not been able to participate in any activities.
All sport activities were canceled
Has limited them severely

A little warm up and I am ready

Yes
Yes
yes
Would need Time to get ready for increased activity . Local competition
would be ok and regional. Not comfortable traveling across the country yet
Yes

Proper precautions
I would gladly return.
I would go back to baseball with no hesitation.
Yes, most definitely.
would return as a full participant
Just let me know when we can play and I will be there.

Yes
Yes
Yes to all.
Yes
Yes
Yes

Weightlifting

Explain the impact COVID19 has had on your personal sport
activities.

If all restrictions were lifted today, what will it take for you to
return to pre-COVID19 sport activities?

I’m afraid to go out to train at parks, to go out for runs, and I can’t even go to
the gym to keep up my gains for the season
My persona; sports activities have dropped. I don't play organized sports/
They no longer exist!
Was not able to play my senior varsity year Baseball at Sphs
Personal sport activities have been switched to just practicing what we can in
the backyard.

The assurance of the staff that everything will always be sanitized and there
will always be a plan.
Yes
A ride there
I will not be returning class of 2020 last day may 29th
A vaccine or a robust testing/tracing system so that we can be assured our kids
are safe to participate with other people’s kids.

Have not been able to participate in any sports - some zoom calls for fitness
training- but no true sports training
It ended my season too early.
My baseball season and football workouts were canceled.
miss baseball and friends
it sucks. no team activity and no track season. i have still run on my own and
done youtube workouts.

We need to see the numbers decline for more than just a few days

No- and most definitely not on a plane

A proven and effective vaccine.
I would return immediately.
nothing ready to roll
not alot to begin, but some time to get back to top shape. i expect to train in
small groups over the summer to get ready. small groups and face coverings
are all this is needed.
Reminders to kids to not share drinks and skip practice or a game if they don't
feel well. In addition, having hand sanitizer or wash stations in or near the
dugouts would be beneficial.
We would participate as usual in school activities.
NA
A season with reasonable guidelines.
A go ahead from Coach

No
Yes to all
yes, highest level avail and travel national competition
yes to all

Our high school son was unable to play his spring season. He also lost his
college athletic scholarship of $40k.
We practiced skills at our home basketball court with family members
All sports cancelled
All my seasons are ended.
High school baseball was cancelled and we are still waiting to hear if summer
ball will happen.
Haven't been able to play any competitive sport since Covid-19. Haven't been
as active and lack motivation to just play something by myself outside.
everything was cancelled
No practice, No games for girls bball
All sports have been stopped.
We have shifted to classes and group practices via video. It was a little painful
to get started, to get people used to the technology, and challenging to get to
where we could use the platforms for longer than half hour sessions.

Time and date!! where do we meet? what time?
I would do it without any restrictions, just basic hand washing
All precautions are taken and followed by the group
I would return with restrictions
It would take a lot of communications regarding the precautions taken to
make sure everything were clean and safe, as well as explaining what people
were expected to conform to with regards to their own behavior and
equipment (ie masks and distancing, hand washing, staying away when under
the weather).

If all restrictions were lifted today, would you be ready to return as Sport
a full participant in immediate training/practice sessions? Local
competition? Travel to regional or national competition?
110% I will resume participating fully
Yes
Training and practice yes; not in condition to compete yet
If allowed i would be able to
No - can you guarantee my child won’t get the children variation of COVID-19
that killed some kids? Nothing has changed with treatment or prevention - so
why should I feel any safer than when this started two months ago?

Yes

Yes
No
No
Ready to return immediately. Local competitions for sure, travel would
depend on location.
No because Covid-19 is still very much active and states don't have control of
the situation.
yes
No
Yes all
No, I would not feel comfortable to returning as a full participant this fall.
Perhaps next spring, once a COVID-19 vaccine is available.

just not being able to engage in any sporting activity, example basketball
hoops at local park are tapped up.
I have missed out in participating in the activities which has hindered my
growth in the sport and with my friends
HS Baseball season was cancelled. Summer Travelball is a question mark. No
teams are allowed to practice.
Decreased team activity, however individual activity remains constant.

having limited amounts of people around at a time.

Yes

I would sign up tomorrow

Yes, i have been staying active.

Nothing, ready to go

Yes, to all of the above

2 weeks to get to pitching readiness for game time situations.

Training/physical conditioning on a daily basis stopped. Working out at home
but not as often.
no sports
It has stopped everything.
I did not get to finish my high school baseball career. I haven't been able to
work out with my personal trainer.

Return would be simple and immediate

training/practices, yes. local competition, as a fielder yes, as a pitcher no.
travel, no.
Yes

High school varsity baseball season was cancelled.
None
Killed them.
Completely shut down.

I’d come back immediately
Been doing it the whole time.
Field availability.
A cure, a vaccine

we will return
a vaccine or protocol that could prevent serious health issues
Well my high school baseball career is over. I look forward to getting ready for
college baseball. I would have to work really hard, and train.

yes
No
Yes, I believe I would be ready. I been doing workouts from home, hitting the
ball in my backyard. Trying to stay on track so when that day comes I would be
more than ready to get back on the field.
Yes, yes, yes!
Yes
Everything local. Let's go.
Smartly if at all.

Explain the impact COVID19 has had on your personal sport
activities.

If all restrictions were lifted today, what will it take for you to
return to pre-COVID19 sport activities?

All activities have stopped.
Stopped training completely. Athletes are on their own.

Nothing. Just a time and where to meet.
Just lifting the restrictions

Limited opportunities to train
Ok
Cancelled
I have lost my high school baseball season & Private lessons
No hs baseball, practices, games.
Completely canceled

Just open
Nothing
Detailed safety procedure
Masks for all players & coaches, no fans, small geoups
To open back up
a vaccine, I don't think its smart to play team sports in this current status quo

If all restrictions were lifted today, would you be ready to return as Sport
a full participant in immediate training/practice sessions? Local
competition? Travel to regional or national competition?
Yes
Yes. Training daily, local competitions, but probably no national with no
prior planning because of restrictions.
Yes
Yes
No, small groups for first two weeks
Practice if a lot of procedures were in place to make it safe
Yes
NO!

Can’t do anything but play in my driveway
Greatly reduced my ability to play.
no team sports available
No pool time
No sports at all, cancelled tournament cancelled.
remote karate training sessions. missed out on a promotion
Everything was cancelled... practices, tournaments. EVERYTHING.
All team and group activities have been taken away
We are shut down as a high school club team

No
Social distance on the bench and locker room, increased sanitation
a team, ready now
My coach to get ok for us to come back
Hand hygiene, cdc protocol wearing a mask.
not until there was a vaccine or antibody therapy for COVID19
Just put on the gear and go.
I will be back right away
Set up standards to keep our kids safe

No
Yes with precautions
yes
Yes
Travel to regional but not Hawaii .
not until there was a vaccine or antibody therapy for COVID19
YES. YES. YES.
Everything
Yes

